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Dedication

This biography of TSgt. Paul F. Adler is dedicated to “Til,” his
wife Mrs. Matilda M. Adler, my Mom, who never remarried nor gave
up hope in her heart that he might someday be found.

And also to his descendants, his only grandchild Mrs. Anneliese
Adler Jones and her children and to his nieces and nephews and their
children, in the hope that they may know a little about their grandfather,
great grandfather, uncle and grand uncle…

… a true war hero who was Lost in the Pacific.

TSgt. Paul Fredrick Adler
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Preface
“Lost in the Pacific” is herein referred to as a biography, however, I like to think of it more

as a story. A story of a very young man who leaves home (Somerville, MA) to serve his
country.  War breaks out and he finds himself in a far away land (Hawaii) only to be caught in
the middle of the attack on Pearl Harbor.  He falls in love with a local girl, “Til,” they marry
and make plans for the future, then he is reported as missing in action in an even farther land
(Solomon Islands) on the same day that his only child is born … never to fulfill his dreams.

In 1943 the U. S. was at war, some fathers, mothers and wives received heart-breaking
telegrams from the War Department informing them that their son or husband had been reported
as Missing In Action (MIA), as my grandparents and mother did.  Their shock was exceeded
only by the lack of details and they immediately were in denial.  What happened, when and
where they asked.   Eventually they would receive more details from the War Department’s “A-
2 Report” which describes the events or circumstances that presumably took the life of their
loved one.

Of course, this document was not enough to satisfy them and bring closure, there simply had
to be more information available.  They tried to make contact with the families of their son’s
buddies to learn more, as my grandfather did.  Three or so years would go by before they
received a letter of sympathy from the “U.S.Army Air Force, Pacific,” signed by one General
Douglas MacArthur, as my grandfather received.  In 1946 they all received a notice of a final
declaration of death. Many more years passed before they forced themselves into acceptance,
even if only outwardly, as my grandparents did and my mother has done.

By 2010, decades have passed before a son, brother, sister or nephew of the MIA family
member asks themselves the same questions.   What happened, when and where?   But now
things are different.  Although the War Department records are essentially the same as they
were 67 years ago (or “missing due to a fire”), our generation has the internet at their disposal to
find other relatives of MIAs and compare notes, documents, photos, etc.

The following story (biography) of T/Sgt. Paul Fredrick Adler, my father, consists of
information gathered from various sources.

 Personal information comes from photos, a scrapbook that my mother kept for dad, and
dad’s wartime letters given to me by my grandmother.  Information relating to dad’s boyhood
days came primarily from his only sister, dear Aunt Hazel Wilson.

An “A2 Report” is a document of the U. S. Army Air Force Intelligence Unit.  The report is
an “abridged” version of  “Appendix E, a Complete report of the Second Element – Bombing
Mission 1 February 1943.”  “The appendix is the most complete and accurate extant report
based on interviews with the pilots and crew of Capt. Thomas’s plane.”  The appendix E is the
“A2 Periodic Report”, 21 January 1943 – 28 February 1943.

Letters uncovered after 65 years, which were written by two fathers of dad’s crew, raise
interesting questions of the crews’ final demise, however, the information can not be verified.
(Appendix 13)

An investigative report (AG-704 April 27, 1949), while concluding that there is insufficient
evidence to determine a direct cause of death, does admit that it was well known that many
airmen in the area where rescued by the enemy and taken prisoners. Only this section of the
AG-704 is quoted in this text, so as not to confuse the last mission’s location, etc. with that of
the A2 Periodic Report.
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- Brotherhood of B-17 No. 41-9151 Crew Members’ Families -

In March of 2008 as I was searching the Internet for information on the 42nd Bomb Sq.  I
happened across a site posted by Gregg Heilman who was also seeking “contact” with
members of the 42nd.  His father, TSgt. Raymond A. Heilman was also in the 42nd Bomb Sq.
and survived the war.  Gregg informed me of  “The Biography of Earl O. Hall” written by his
brother Hal W. Hall, which is posted on the Texas A&M University Library’s website.

The name “Hall” was familiar to me. Mom said that my middle name came from “dad’s
friend and pilot, Earl Hall… “A wonderful man.”  After contacting Hal Hall I became aware of
the fact that amazingly, relatives of four out of the nine members of Captain Hall’s crew and
one relative of a crew member from a second aircraft lost on the same mission were in contact
through the internet.  Now there are five.  They are:

B-17E No. 41-9151

Hal W. Hall, brother of Major Earl Oxford Hall (Pilot, promoted to Major 4 days after MIA)
Arnold Guerrero, nephew of 1st Lieutenant Joaquin Castro    (Co-Pilot)
Paul Stephens, brother of Staff Sergeant James C. Stephens    (Radio Man/Gunner)
Scott Olmstead, grand nephew of Sergeant Jesse N. Olmstead    (Radio Man/Gunner)
And myself, Paul Earl Adler, son of TSgt. Paul Fredrick Adler   (Engineer/Gunner)

B-17E No. 41-2442  “Yokohama Express”

Phil Gudenschwager, brother of T/Sgt. Lester L. Gudenschwager  (Engineer/Gunner)

This “Brotherhood” of relatives of the 42nd Squadron members have generously shared
photos, documents and insights relating to the 42nd Squadron, the crew of B-17E No. 41-9151,
and especially of its last mission.

It was predominately the work of Hal Hall that produced the chronological events of the
42nd Bomb Squadron during 1942, up to and including the last mission contained in his
biography.

This biography and those of Capt. Earl Oxford Hall, 1st Lt. Joaquin Castro and Staff
Sergeant James C. Stephens Jr. are located on the Texas A&M website at:

http://repository.tamu.edu/handle/1969.1/85699

I am sincerely grateful to them, especially to Hal W. Hall for permission to use his work in
this, the biography and story of my dad, TSgt. Paul F. Adler.
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- Source of Personal Information -

Unfortunately I never knew my father and except for photos of his younger years, I knew
very little about what he was like as a young boy, his growing up years, or even his family who
lived in Massachusetts while I lived in Hawaii.

I had always intended to write a biography of my dad, however, there were large lapses of
information without which his story would be incomplete.

A few of my cousins have provided bits and pieces of information relating to dad, through
their parents, which has helped me to have a better understanding of his family and background
before entering the service.

In the past two years I’ve become more acquainted with these cousins with whom I’ve had
very little communication with for much too long.  We began sharing photos and stories of our
parents, our Uncles and one Aunt, and I decided to place dad’s biography project on hold and to
create “The Adler Family Album” on the Internet for ourselves and future generations.

As a result, I now know a little more about my dad’s growing up years and what he was like
as a boy/young man.  All of his brothers and his sister (my Uncles and Aunt) are gone now,
which fills me with regret that I didn’t start this biography many years ago.

My dad and mom (Matilda M. Adler – Nobriga) knew each other for three years, and were
married for one year during WWII.  Needless to say, dad was away from home  (Hickam Field,
Hawaii) for most of the time serving in the South Pacific.

I am grateful to my cousins who have shared information and photos with me regarding the
Adler Family, especially concerning my dad.

http://picasaweb.google.com/MASSadlers
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Biography: 1918 to 1943

- Boyhood -

Paul Fredrick Adler (1918 – 1943) was born on May 16, 1918 in the City of Somerville,
Massachusetts … along with his fraternal twin brother, Karl Edwin Adler (1918 – 2006).

1920    “The Twins” at 2 years old.  Paul is on the left.

“The Twins” were the youngest and last children of Alfred Andrew Adler (1875 – 1961)
and Esther Nelson (Adler)  (1879 – 1965).

Two other brothers, Donald Nelson Adler (1910 – 1998) and Robert Alfred Adler (1913
– 2005) as well as one sister, Hazel Esther Adler (Wilson)  (1908 – 2009) made up the rest of
the family.

Paul’s father was born in Clinton, MA the son of German immigrates. Paul’s mother was
born in Glomminge Village, Kalmar County, on the island of Oland, Sweden.

According to his sister Hazel, Paul was named after a Dr. Frederick Ilsley, a general
practitioner in Medford, MA, next to Somerville.  His brother, Karl was named after a Dr.
Edwin Healy, an eye, ear, nose, and throat doctor, who would often accompany Dr. Ilsley.

Dr. Ilsley delivered all of the Adler children.  Apparently Grandma Adler was crazy about
him!  When she saw Dr. Ilsey, she felt "relief," she used to say!
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The Adler Family: Robert, Donald, Hazel, Esther and Alfred,
Karl and Paul, the Twins are in the foreground.    1920

There was a terrible flu epidemic (influenza) in 1918.  In 1919, the twins came down with
it and thoroughly exhausted Nana (grandma) who developed pleurisy.  The doctor
recommended country air and rest.  A spot called Wildacre near Percy Road in Lexington was
just the place.  After a two-week stay, it was decided to move the entire clan to Lexington in
May of 1922.  A rental property was secured at 16 Parker Street. Considering that worldwide,
50 million people died during the epidemic, the twins were very fortunate.

Lexington Park, on the Lexington/Bedford town line was a popular destination on
Sundays for families seeking relief from the city.  The Adlers would ride an open trolley car to
Lexington Park, sort of an amusement park and zoo together.  That's sort of how the family
ended up in Lexington.

After a year, the landlord, Mr. Manley, decided not to renew the lease on the grounds that
the twins had broken windows in his chicken coop!  He actually wanted the property for another
family member.  Hazel had to finish 7th grade in Somerville, so every day she would take the
trolley to Arlington Heights, transfer to a trolley to Arlington Center, then to a trolley to Teele
Square in Somerville.  She was only thirteen years old!  She had to repeat a year after missing
so much school to whooping cough.

Grand father Adler was able to purchase a home on Bedford Street at the corner of Hill
Street.  The family went to Hancock School from grades one to eight.  Aunt Hilda Nilson,
Grandma Adlers’ sister, had moved to Bedford Street, as well.

One day she saw the twins walking home for lunch and Karl was crying.  "What are
you crying for, Karl?" asked Aunt Hilda.  "Paul's got a headache,” Karl replied.
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After six years on Bedford Street, the family moved to 12 Berwick Road on August 1,
1930.  By this time Aunt Hilda had married Harry Regan and moved to California. Grandma
was most proud of this residence.  Can you imagine a family of seven in a house with one bath?

I can also only imagine what a blow it must have been when Grandpa Adler lost his job
and the Berwick Road home, and the family fell on hard times that were so common during the
Depression (1929 – 1939). Grandpa Alder’s Spanish American War pension was such a thin
lifeline for their survival in those later years, but a lifeline none the less.

Aunt Hazel said that times were hard but Papa always provided and Nana made some
great meals.  Aunt Hazel had one of the few jobs available and provided support to her family.
Donald, the oldest son, had a part time job at a gas station across town.

All the boys had jobs.  Grandpa was not happy that it was an effort to get Karl to mow his
own lawn, but he cheerfully mowed the Frost's lawn often.  As it happened, Karl did end up
marrying Mirian Frost.

One day a man came in with a fluffy, white puppy for sale for $1.50.  Donald bought the
puppy and brought it home to his mother.  Donald bought it to cheer up Nana because Robert
had gone to California to stay with Aunt Hilda and Harry while he went to school there.

For many years, Grandma and Grandpa would walk down Castle Road, then a cinder path,
past the "Castle” to the train in Lexington center to work in Boston.

Aunt Hazel recalls the twins were enchanted with Mr. Frank McPeake and his Indian
motorcycle.  Frank is also reported to have taken the twins on their first plane ride at around the
age of eight!

                                       1926                                                         1942
                                  8 year Old                                               24 year Old

It is interesting that all the Adler boys seemed to develop passionate interests --- art and
history (Donald, the oldest), riding and the West (Robert, second oldest), sailing (Karl) and
horses, flying and tennis (Paul). The Adler home must have bustled and buzzed with all that
energy and enthusiasm

When Uncle Karl talked about his family, he described how Grandpa was very much in
charge and everyone had their chores with the expectation that they would be done. In short
Uncle Karl respected his father's leadership.  All of the children adored their mother, Grandma
Adler.  They respected her desire to "better" the family and her aspirations to be a ladylike
person.
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Paul and his brother Karl both were accepted into the order of DeMolay, Battle Creek
Chapter. DeMolay is sort of a teenage Masonic order.

Order of DeMolay, 1934

Aunt Hazel’s recollections of Paul were limited, however she did remember his love of
horses, his great expertise as an equestrian, and his acceptance into Lexington's high society.
He apparently was quite social.  He was a Riding Academy Instructor which had him
hobnobbing with the Lexington Hunt Club, populated by very wealthy locals and he was well
accepted by the “High Society.”

Dad was also a member of Boy Scout Troop 22 of Hancock Church, participated in the
Young People’s activities of the Church and was a member of the Boy’s Choir.
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Dad’s equestrian abilities were such that he was selected more than once to play the part of
“Paul Revere,” riding from Boston (Hanover Street) to Lexington. A reenactment of Paul
Revere’s ride preformed on the 4th of July in celebration of Independence Day.

Paul Riding, May 1936

Dad shared light brown eye color with his father and his brother, Robert.  The rest of his
siblings had blue eyes.  His hair was blond as a young child.  Aunt Hazel described him as so
cute, he could be mistaken for a girl! The Adlers’ are fair of skin, reflecting their Nordic/Slavic
heritage.

Aunt Hazel explained that dad and his brothers were well behaved.  Times were tough, so
there wasn't a lot of room for misbehavior.  Aunt Hazel did stress the love her brothers had for
their mother.  She also said grandpa would not tolerate any shenanigans!  He was a stern
taskmaster!

Aunt Hazel’s son Bart Wilson lived close to Uncle Karl and knew him well.  Cousin Bart
likes to think of my dad, Paul, as similar to his twin brother (Karl) in many ways; greatly
admired for his warmth, love of his sister, humor, extreme talent as a master woodworker
(Karl), and his love of his twin brother Paul.

Bart relates: “Your Dad was a very close second in my mind.  I was quite moved by the
letters I saw recently.  His name is on a plaque in Hancock Church and I frequently point it out
to other church members with pride.’’
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1935 Lexington High School Tennis Team
   Paul (17 years old) is standing on the right, second to the last.
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Lexington High School
Paul F. Adler - Graduation Picture 1938

In May of 1938 the Lexington School Department’s Superintendent thanked dad for
training the school’s Color Guards at the Parker and Hancock schools. His instructional abilities
would serve him well in the military.

All of dad’s friends that weren’t in college were joining the services.  With his parents not
being able to send him to college, he decided to join the service to better himself.

Aunt Hazel often talked of the day in June of 1939 while the family was living at Pitcher
Avenue with Uncle Ejner, when Paul left home and never returned …
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Father and Three Sons in Wars

U. S. Army – infantry, Spanish
American War. Battle of San Juan
Hill, Puerto Rico, 1898

               Alfred Andrew
             (Grandpa) Adler

             Robert Alfred Adler
              Survived the war

U. S. Army Air Corp – WWII, aerial gunner, B-17 Flying Fortress.
After several missions over Germany, his inner ear was badly damaged
and was taken off flight status and transferred to a tank and artillery unit
under General Douglas MacArthur.  He landed at Utah Beach on D-Day
and was in the Battle of the Bulge, Ardienne Forest.

He told his family the reason he wanted to be a B-17 gunner was
because his little brother Paul was one.

U. S. Navy – WWII, Trained in Detroit to be a ship carpenter’s
mate and spent time in Newport News, VA, near Williamsburg,
repairing ships at the docks.  For the majority of the war he served
on a tanker in the Pacific as it went on refueling missions.

His most memorable moment was being at anchor in Tokyo Bay
close enough to see the Japanese delegation coming out to formally
surrender on the USS Missouri. He severed on the USS Alcor, 3rd
Division and the USS Wisconsin.

   
                          Karl Edwin Adler

     Paul Fredrick Adler Survived the war
       Missing in Action

U. S. Army Air Corp – WWII, flight engineer/gunner, B-17
Flying Fortress.  Mechanic’s Instructor at Hickam Field, Hawaii
during the attack on Pearl Harbor.  Was in the Battle of Midway,
volunteered for flying status as a flight engineer/gunner on Captain
Hall’s crew in the South Pacific.  Distinguished Flying Cross, Air
Medal, Silver Star.

Reported Missing in Action on Feb. 1, 1943 along with the rest
of the crew.

Donald Adler, dad’s oldest brother, was not in the service.  He had a critical job with
General Electric, designing America’s first jet engines.
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- Source of Paul’s War Time Letters -
From the time dad left home to enlist in the military in June of 1939 he continuously wrote

letters home to his mother (Esther Nelson Adler)  (1879 – 1965).    Fortunately she kept those
letters, including the envelopes in a safe place.  There are 38 letters -  most are more than 5
pages long which were mailed with 2 or 3 cent stamps.

Having been born and raised in Hawaii I never did have a chance to see either of my dad’s
parents, however, I remember that Grandma Adler never forgot to send a card for my birthday.
Aunt Hazel related that grandma was always concerned that dad’s siblings were lacking in
remembering that “Paul had a son in Hawaii”.

When I was still a baby, Uncle Karl sent me a small stuffed animal, a little lamb, which I
still have.  Aunt Hazel revealed that it was grandma who sent the lamb to me … in Uncle Karl’s
name.

Unfortunately the first time that I ever met any of dads' relatives, most of whom lived in
Massachusetts, was when Grandma Adler passed away and my mom somehow was able to
gather the funds to sent me to her services.   I was 18 years old at the time and had never left the
Hawaiian Islands before.

It was from dad’s brothers, Uncle Donald and Uncle Karl (his fraternal twin) that I started to
get to know a little about my father.  I regret not having taken notes on their inputs since I don’t
remember the details of that first visit.

It was also on this, my first visit back “East” that I was given a box full of dad’s letters
which grandma lovingly saved for 18 years.

The letters have been scanned and filed according to date.  Although they say almost
nothing at all regarding military activities or locations, they do tell of a son that greatly missed
his mother, father, brothers and sister.  He was more concerned about their well being than his
own even when he was in harm’s way.  Always advised his mother not to worry.

Dad always assured his mother and father that he was doing fine, learning things that might
help him to get a good job when he returned home, and sending her whatever few dollars he
could each month to help the family.

I will forever be grateful to Grandma Adler for saving dad’s letters. They, of course, enabled
me to follow his military service and although I may not be able to express it in the right words,
they enabled me to know that dad was a good man, very talented, friendly, respectful and most
of all loving.

Dad’s letters home, numbering almost 200 pages, are much too numerous to include here.
I’ve attempted to include only items from his letters that reflect his travel, accomplishments,
and his character.  Dad rarely, if ever, had any complaints.
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- Excerpts from Paul’s Letters: 1939 to 1943 -

-   1939  -

June 3, 1939 Dad enlisted in the Army Air Corps. At Fort McArthur, NY and was
assigned to Co. B, No 6147915. At 21, dad was 5’11’ and weighted 150
lbs.

June 8, 1939 Arrived at Fort Slocum, NY, 1st Recruit Co. Section 3 Bldg. 83-S (Pvt.
Paul F. Adler)

June 17, 1939 “… I was complemented for having the neatest uniform, locker and bunk
by the company commander.  … I promise to send you $10.00 every
month.”

June 19, 1939 “Pa, I still and always shall love and respect you and ma… some how or
another I will make you proud of me.”

June 29, 1939 “I will sail (to Hawaii) on July 20th. I have only this Sat. and next Sat. to
come back home before I leave for 2 years. …so if I get a pass this
weekend I will come home for 6 or 7 hours. I think it is worth $5.40 by
train each way…”

July 21, 1939 The U. S. A. Transport, Hunter Liggett
“ I am feeling fine considering that this is my first time on the high
seas… we have been out about 36 hours now and expect to stop at
Charleston N S. C. tomorrow. Then we sail on for Cuba then Panama… I
felt pretty lousy not being able to see you and pa down at the dock to
wave good by.  My dear much loved ones, you were swell to me all my
life and I shall always be thinking of you no matter where I go.  I will
arrive in San Francisco on Aug. 5th.  I will be stationed at Fort McDowell
Army Base for five days.”

July 28, 1939 “I had a pass last night… and visited Panama City.”

Aug. 5, 1939 “I arrived in fine shape (San Francisco)… I would appreciate it very
much if you would kindly send my riding boots, my riding breeches (gray
ones) and my leather jacket, also my spurs. . Will depart for Hawaii on
Aug. 10th.”

Aug. 17, 1939 6th Pursuit Squadron, 1st Section, 18th Air Base, Wheeler Field, T.H.
“I arrived here (Hawaii) Tues. 15th safe & sound. We were given a
choice of study or course and put into different squadrons accordingly.
I’ve chosen air mechanics…we’re getting some new B12s and A16s in
next month. …”B” stands for bomber, “A” for attack & “P” for pursuit
ships, etc. The numbers stand for the model including H.P. (horsepower).
…I’ve signed up for tennis, soccer and riding.
. We can go over to Schofield stables & use the cavalry’s horses. I’ve
played tennis every night… I’ll try to get in as much flying as possible,
therefore I plan to transfer to an attack squadron were the enlisted men
are part of the plane crew. When in the air they act as gunners…”
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Sept. 10, 1939 “… with this war going on the future is pretty uncertain.  Yes Pa, I got all
the latest news about the war here. I heard Pres. Roosevelt, I was thinking
of you all around the radio back home.  … I am in about the best place.
The island must be kept occupied for protection of the Pacific and air
corps. Mechanics don’t get in line of fire unless we are assigned to an
attack squadron.”

Oct. 10, 1939 17th Air Base Squadron, Hickam Field
“… I’ve been transferred to Hickam Field…  Right now and for the last
week I’ve been doing pick and shovel work (digging ditches). You see
this field is being built up and in about five years it will be the largest air
base in the world.  … I was offered a job as motorcycle dispatcher or
permanent MP (police)… Just heard over the radio that France wouldn’t
accept Hitler’s peace terms… I guess we’re in for a good world war
again.  I’ve been up (flying) four times since I’ve been here, twice in a B-
18, sat up front were the gunner’s “meat can” is and twice in a B-12.
Once in a B-12… we were towing targets for anti-aircraft guns…”

Oct. 27, 1939 “… still digging ditches... and pulling the old buildings over on Luke
Field.  We sleep in tents while working at Hickam field.  I hope that ear
specialist can do some thing for you ma.  Listen dear, if you want to use
any of that $50.00 of mine to pay any such bills with you’re welcome to
it.  By the way dear ones, I listen to Jack Benny’s programs every Sunday
at 6:00 … Yes, Europe is in a pretty bad fix… don’t worry about me …
we might have a little trouble with the Japs but it can’t amount to much.”

Nov. 8, 1939 “… Hazel & Herb must have liked the World’s Fair in New York … I
was put on a new job as school bus guard for two weeks or so. Then I’ll
be given my motorcycle operator’s license and work as a dispatcher.”

Dec. 5, 1939 “ … I flew down to Hilo in a C-33 transport ship yesterday and we could
see snow on the mountains.  Hilo is about 250 miles away so it was an all
day trip.”

Dec. 12, 1939 “… I‘ve been down to talk with the Capt. Of a bomb squadron to see if I
could transfer into it.   If I do get the transfer it will mean that I’ll get to
learn something about planes and I might get flying pay which … I’ll
send home to you.  … I just got finished with building myself a little desk
by my bunk here. I can study on it and write my letters…”
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-   1940  -
-

Jan. 19, 1940 50th Reconnaissance Squadron. Hickam Field
“ … I guess I’ve stopped putting on weight.  I work out at the YMCA
three days a week, the scales say between 159 – 161 lbs.  I was released
from special duty as official car driver and motorcycle dispatcher last
week.  As you know I was transferred to the 50th Reconnaissance
Squadron …  and actually working on the B-18s.  I’ve been assigned to
ship No. 123 and have a swell crew chief… Most every time the ship
flies I go up with it. … The 1st Sergeant is going to speak to the Squadron
commander to see if he will appoint me to the Air Corps tech. School.”

Feb. 17, 1940 42nd Bombardment Squadron, Hawaiian Air force, Hickam Field
“ … I’ve been transferred again … a new one and a new group, the 11th.
They took some of us “experienced men” out of each of the older
squadrons, divided us up into three new squadrons thus making our the
11th group…  I was appointed by my flight chief …  to go to the Air
Corps. Tech. School.”

March 4, 1940 “ … I’ve been made Private First Class.  I witnessed a crack up in mid-air
yesterday, saw both ships go down and both pilots bail out. They were
old P-26s.”

March 28, 1940 “ … the so called “hula girls” are nothing more than Chinese or Japs with
grass skirts… I try to get down to Waikiki and lay around just to get
away from it all…”

April 28, 1940 “ … a fine day of swimming, tennis and speaking to my first movie
actress – Dorothy Lamour.  . She was in Waikiki for her motion picture
“Typhoon” and came out to the field ...  I was walking in my swimming
trunks and aloha shirt. She asked me how I liked the air Corps., etc.”
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May 22, 1940 “  … Well I’m back on the line now and assigned to a B-18…”

June 3, 1940 “  … flight chief asked me to teach some classes … aircraft engines &
elementary electricity. On top of that I’ve been an instructor on hydraulic
systems.  I might come back to Lexington & ask the school board for a
job teaching…”

June 3, 1940 “Well the whole island in on “alert” and we were all given automatics …
we may be getting ready for the Japs. All in all I think old Uncle Sam
smells something in the wind and isn’t going to be caught with his pants
down.  I’m still teaching school down at the hanger … I’m playing #1
singles on the squadron tennis team…”

Aug. 30, 1940 “  … I’ve been promoted to PFC 3rd Class, Specialist … still playing
quite of tennis … Now the day is ending & night is drawing near soooo
… Papa take care of mama & mama take care of papa.”

Sept. 21, 1940 “ I am now a Corporal (as of Sept. 10, 1940).   Well, we all moved out of
the old dusty wooden barracks into a brand new million dollar barrack …
Of course we all look forward to getting off this “rock” & getting home
to white man’s country.”

Dec. 9, 1940 “ … Xmas means nothing but just another day out here, but knowing
what it means to you all back home, my heart will be right there with
you. … I’ve been picked out, along with another corporal to drill &
instruct about 32 or more recruits … I’m glad Bob has a girl, but in
regards to girls, I’ll always say “Give Me a Girl Just Like the Girl that
Married Dear Old Dad.”

                 These photos were enclosed in this letter.
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-   1941  -

Jan. 22, 1941 “ will be at Bellows Field on the other side of the island for …
maneuvers.  I went swimming at “Sacred Falls” on the northern part of
the island and then we visited the “Mormon Temple”…”

Feb. 10,1941 “ came through as a “Sharpshooter” with the 45 automatic … fired some
Ariel gunnery. Used the Browny, 30 cal. Mech. gun from our plane to a
target being towed by another B-18.”

Mar. 8, 1941 “ … I’m flying about every day now as Ariel Engineer” … I have only
about five months at the most to do on this rock … Lot’s of things could
happen if I stayed here six more months. . In a joking way: “There’s no
diamonds in Diamond Head, There’s no cocoa in Cocoa head, There’s no
rabbits on Rabbit Island and there’s damn few Hawaiians in Hawaii.”  Ha
Ha! I got tossed out of an outrigger canoe the other day and my back has
been a little sore since.  …”

April 10, 1941 “… I’ve got a students pilot’s license now and been making some pretty
good take offs and landings … I was put in charge of a squad of 14 men
today…”

April 22, 1941 “ I’ve at last come to the decision that I will leave for the good old U.S.A.
sometime this next Aug.  … A friend in the orderly room says that I’d be
wise to get off the island while the getting still good. You know, in case
of war we would probably be forced to stay here or go the Phil. Islands
…  God only knows what the future holds for us but let us hope and pray
for the best.”

May 10, 1941 Mother’s Day
“ I was promoted to “Sergeant” last week and rated as a first class
mechanic.”

June 25, 1941 “ when I saw “Dear Paul” rather than the usual “Dear Paulie” I said Oh
Oh, here it comes…(he hadn’t written home for almost two months and
worried his folks).   I made Sergeant and first class A.M.  … The major
called me in and gave me a big speech of my past experiences and
capabilities and then told me he wanted me to relieve a Tech. Sgt. In
teaching school.  So now I have my own class, aircraft hydraulics, and an
assistant instructor.
  Had to finally decide to buy a car to keep from going nuts. Corp.
Sterling O. Thompson … is half partner with me.  We bought a 1937
Packard Coupe, with radio & good condition. . Order reads that men here
in Hawaii will have to stay here until their full three-year term is up.  ...
More and more men are being sent back Sec. 8 or what is known as
mentally unfit for military service.  Of course, some of these men are
doing a good job of acting ... I can not be expected home for at least 10
months from this date.  … I would give these three stripes and two
hundred dollars to boot, just to come home when my time is up.
Well an A-12 cracked up a couple of days ago and the pilot and navigator
was both killed. I had flown with the pilot in B-18 once or twice before.
He was a young Lt. only 21 years old … they were flying low in Kalihi
Valley and hit a down wind…”
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Sometime in 1941 dad met mom.  Mom was working in a “Soda Fountain”
called Michell’s in downtown Honolulu. They served hamburgers, chips and
pickles for 35 cents.  One-day dad came in and ordered a float from her.

Sept. 1, 1941 Letter to his twin brother Karl Adler:
“Well I have a little “Portegee” down here and between her and the car
and the high cost of existing,  I just about make ends meet.”

Dec. 6, 1941 Dad is discharged from the hospital. He had a server heel infection.
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Dec. 7, 1941 Pearl Harbor Attack as Witnessed by Mom

On that Sunday morning of Dec. 7, 1941 dad was in the U. S. Air Corps as an Aircraft
Engine Mechanic Instructor at Hickam Field, presumably in the hangers of the 42nd Bomb
Squadron.

Mom was living with her sister Lucy in Kapahulu on the Westside of Diamond Head (3339
Monsarrat Ave.) Ford Island was visible over the few low hotels in Waikiki at the time.  They
heard bombs exploding, which wasn’t unusual since the military used the area around Diamond
Head often for “practice.”

It was the roar of low flying aircraft that brought them out for a look.  At first they thought
that the two aircraft they saw were ours, until they saw the Raising Sun Insignias on them. In
the distance they could see clouds of smoke raising all over Pearl Harbor and the many ships
docked there.  The aircraft dropped a few bombs in Kapahulu and fired randomly on the
surrounding community.

The assumption is that they were part of the second or third attack group and having no
targets, or none that were visible at Pearl, they proceeded to fly over the rural area and use their
ammunitions, which would have been a waste to return to their carrier with.

Eight miles from Pearl Harbor,
three people were killed when
the car they were in was
attacked, with no military
installation or facilities nearby.

The two aircraft were heading towards St. Louis Heights.  They undoubtedly noticed St.
Louis High School, a large campus of beautiful Spanish style buildings on St. Louis Heights
and thought it would make a good target and proceeded to fire upon the school.

Mom didn’t hear from dad for the next three days.  She said that all the windows had to be
blacked out and remained that way till the end of the war.  No one could a drive a car after
6:00PM.

After war broke out due to the attack on Pearl Harbor, the Army leased St. Louis High
School and used it as a medical facility for military family members.  The hospital at Pearl
Harbor was used for war casualties and Tripler Army Hospital was not built yet.

I was born in the pediatrics ward on the second floor of “St. Louis Hospital” as it was
called during the war.   I also attended St. Louis High School from the 1st to the 12th grades.
The Brothers and Priests at the school would tell me how they went to the roof of the building
to watch the main attack at Pearl Harbor only to have two aircraft fire on them.  The bullet holes
are still visible on the roof of the buildings.  Brother Henry, my 6th grade teacher, said he could
see one of the pilots smiling at him as they flew by.

As it turned out my 8th grade homeroom was the very room I was born in.

The Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor, with the exception of missing their primary goal of
sinking U.S. carriers, was a complete success.  However, they did indeed “… awaken a sleeping
giant.”
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Paul F. Adler
In Mechanic’s
   Coveralls

     1940

    This aircraft, B-18 No. 60
Was used in the 1940 Squadron
        Xmas Group Photo.
           (Appendix 7)

The 42nd Bomb Squadron Before and After the Pearl Harbor Attack
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Attack on Wheeler Field, Dec. 7, 1941

Dec. 12, 1941 Dad sent a Post Card to his folks, a few days after Pearl Harbor:
… “ I am OK We’ll finish this war soon and come home.  Merry Xmas to
all.  Love Paul”
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-   1942  -

Jan. 4, 1942 “ I am glad you thought I was still in the hospital, since as you say, it
would probably have been safer (there). However, this will be all I’ll say
about the war situation: as it actually was, I was discharged from the
hospital on Sat., Dec. 6th and as you know the fire-works started the next
morning.  Believe me, I’ll never forget what I saw Sunday and I am never
glad and consider myself lucky that I came out okay and back to work
again. … If I get my ticket to the Happy Hunting Ground, I can sincerely
say that I’ll have a clear conscience in believing that I’ve done the best I
could and although I have made a few foolish mistakes I can say that I
am sorry for them.
Tillie, that’s my little gal of the islands, has been swell to me. I left all
my personal belongings and clothes, etc. at her house and what do you
think she did?  She washed and ironed all my things. Swell of her wasn’t
it? Claims she loves me. Please don’t be too surprised if I should bring
back a “war bride.”

Mar. 23, 1942 “Tillie and I have been engaged to be married for almost two months
now. … Tillie is going back to her nurse training in a week … I’ve been
put on as Combat Engineer Flying status.  … flying engineer not only
gives me more pay but also gives me a better chance to square things
with the Japs.   … please believe me, I love you all very dearly.”
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May 9, 1942 Mom and Dad were married on May 12, 1942 at 12:15 PM.  Mom
was 20 years old.

 3339 Monsarrat Ave. in Kapahulu
This was the porch where mom and her

          sister watched the attack on Pearl Harbor.

Wedding Picture
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May 31, 1942 “ … we’re very happily married…  Judge F. M. Brooks of Honolulu
was the Justice of the Peace who did the honors.  Tilly is a very
wonderful wife and if God will only allow us to survive this damn war, I
am certain we will have a very happy, successful and lovely-married life
ahead of us. For the last week and most likely for another week I’ll be in
Tripler Hospital again. It’s my heel infection again. ’’

My pilot, Capt. Hall said he’d get me back on his crew when I get out.
Time may come, very probable to, when you won’t hear from me until
after this is all over.  If you have anything concerning Til and I send to
3339 Monsarrat Ave. Hon, T.H. …  Our home here is a single white
house, furnished. We pay $45.00 per month rent…my little darling has
fixed it up so darn lovely and I can’t even get in once a week.  Til is a
wonderful cook ..  she has come up to the hospital every day and we have
a nice time down in the garden.  … I must shave and shower now, for Til
will probably be up at 2 PM to visit me.  God, but it means so much to
see her.”

“… I am fine, my wife is fine and she’s just as wonderful and lovely as
anybody could wish for.  Til will send our wedding picture when they are
ready.”

June 4, 1942 The Battle of Midway:

As indicated in a number of newspaper articles, the Air Force’s “Brief,”
and by dad himself (see the Oct. 13, 1942 letter) he was awarded the
Silver Star for his part in the Battle of Midway. (The Boston Daily
Globe article incorrectly called it the Silver “Cross.”)

Mom, however, was never able to receive the General Order for this
award or the medal itself.  Writing to her Congressman, Senators and the
War Department, she tried for many years to obtain dad’s Silver Star
…all in vain.
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July 14, 1942 A few days before dad left Hawaii for New Caledonia
“…  I might add the sad news that I am going away for a while. I don’t
know where or when but in the very near future.  As for Til’s past – you
can rest assure that she is the best.  Yes, her mother and father are living
down on the island of Hawaii where she was born.  I have the best,
sweetest, kindest, most lovely and thoughtful and most perfect little wife
any fellow could ever hope to have.
… you may again be made grandma and granpa in about eight months
from now. .. I am very happy as I always wanted a little child  … she is
very understanding about my having to leave … I hope to be back by the
time our baby is born … Dear mother and dad please write Til often and
please do all you can for her as you must realize how hard it will be for
her.  Please express your love for me through Til.  Please remember me
to all and take care of yourself.”

July 19, 1942 Dad and the 42nd Squadron leave Hawaii for the South Pacific.
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- Route to New Caledonia, The South Pacific -

The transfer from Hawaii to the South Pacific was a challenge in its own right.  As shown
on this map, the flights were long, mostly over open water, with crews who did not have
extensive experience as either pilots or navigators.  The four flights were long.  Hawaii to
Christmas Island was nine hours; Christmas Island to Canton was six and one-half hours;
Canton to Fiji was seven hours thirty-five minutes, and Fiji to New Caledonia was six and one-
half hours.  (Courtesy of Hal Hall)

From time to time, Dad and many of the airmen were sent to New Zealand for R and R.
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July 23, 1942 The 42nd Bomb Squadron arrives at Plaines des Gaiacs, New Caledonia

Plaines des Gaiacs, New Caledonia

Plaines des Gaiacs (better known as P.D.G.) was a very large Army Air Force base on
New Caledonia, on Nepoui Bay on the west shore 130 miles from Noumea.  The maintenance
crews for the 42nd bomber Squadron were stationed there.  Planes flew one to three week
bombing missions, then returned to Plaines des Gaiacs for maintenance and servicing.
(Courtesy of Hal hall)

B-17  41-2426, 11th Bombardment Group at Plaines des Gaiacs
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From their base on New Caledonia (Plaines des Gaiacs) to Henderson Field on
Guadalcanal was about 1,000 miles.

Aug. 8, 1942 Note: US forces take Henderson Field.

Aug. 9, 1942 The 42nd Squadron arrives at Henderson Field, Guadalcanal.

Living conditions were very poor at Henderson. Dad wrote that he ate mostly beans and
men slept in wet tents. The rats ate everything but the planes.  Fuel was dropped by the Navy
into the sea and floated to shore.  It was taken to the aircraft and hand-pumped into the tanks.
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Aug. 20, 1942 From Mom to Paul’s mother:
Dear Mother Adler, …. Received a letter from Paul … in one of them he
wrote saying something for me to write you & the censor tore it off. Says
it’s rather rainy now where he is. …”   (Dad was in Guadalcanal)

Aug. 26, 1942 Action against the enemy earned him The Air Medal (Appendix 2)

Mom and Dad in 1942

Sept. 9, 1942 “ … Let me say right here that leaving Til was one of and probably will
be one of the hardest ordeals I’ve ever had to cope with.  Til was pretty
swell about it and the tears in her eyes and the darting words that were
said, were and always will be very dear to me.  … I will do all in my
power to be with her when our child takes his bow to the world.”

Oct. 13, 1942 Excerpts from a letter from Paul’s mother to his twin brother, Karl:
“ Received a letter from Paul last Saturday and he is well so far but says
war is hell. … he is greatly worried over Tillie … and has received the
Silver Star for something they did at Midway  (June 4-7,1942) he can
not say what it was they did but said if they could do that every day the
war would soon end.”   (I haven’t been able to determine what action is
was referring to here.)
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Oct. 30, 1942 “… I haven’t heard from you except the letters you write to Til and she
sends them on to me.  … I can’t write where I am or what I am doing so
you just have to read about it in the papers. I am not where Til thinks I
am.  I rather not have her know exactly where I am … the poor darling is
having a hard enough time as it is.  I can read between the lines a little
and know just how badly she misses me and how she builds up hope. …
chins up folks, this hell can’t last forever. … I love you, as a son should.
I keep Til’s pictures and her last letter on me all the time….”

Nov. 12, 1942 Promoted to Technical Sergeant
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- 1943 -

January 1943 Dad gets …            - A Lucky Break -

In the early part of Jan. 1943, Captain Hall’s B-17 No. 41-9151 was flown back to Hawaii
for repairs, although not by Capt. Hall and his regular crew.  From dad’s Jan. 15, 1943 letter to
his mom, it seems that apparently Captain Hall used his influence with the squadron
commander to let dad “hitch a ride” on the aircraft back to Hawaii to be with mom.

Mom was two weeks from giving birth to me, dad thought it was four weeks.
Nevertheless, this lucky break enabled dad to be with her for a few days (or for as long as it
took to repair the ship).  Dad was able to let mom in on where he was and what he was doing,
although given her condition, he probably neglected to mention the danger he was in or the
deplorable conditions that he and the others had to endure at Henderson Field.

He also wanted his family back “East” to know where he was and being aware of the
censors, he sent his mom sort of a “code.” The following is part of his last letter to his parents.

Jan. 15, 1943 Last Letter to his mom (written in Hawaii):
“ …by the grace of God & Capt. Hall and my squadron commander’s
help I got back here (Hawaii) for my plane (41-9151) to be repaired.  … I
only wish I could be here when our baby is born.  Due in about four
weeks now.  I expect to be called back (to Henderson Field) any day now.
… folks, about this mail set up I tell you this that out of 75 to 100 letters
that Til wrote me from Aug. to Nov. (1942) I actually received only ten
of them … Mom, to make it more clear about my whereabouts, remember
that little song you used to sing in the kitchen. It was about an old tailor
named “Levi, Levi …”  Well his first name is the answer.
Lovingly Your son, Paulie.”

(The tailor’s name was …Solomom Levi)

Jan. 18, 1943 Dad returns to Henderson Field, Guadalcanal to rejoin Capt. Hall’s crew.

Jan. 24, 1943 His mother writes her last letter, which was “Returned to Sender” on
April 2, 1943:

Dad never read this letter, however, his mother wrote:

“ My dear Paul,  … God bless you and lots of love to you and Tillie.
Keep up your chin Paulie.”

Jan. 31, 1943 While I was being born in Hawaii, in the Solomon Islands, where it was
Feb. 1, 1943, dad and his fellow crewmates were flying their Last
Mission. (See Appendix 9 for Details)
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April 2, 1943 The letter that dad’s mother wrote on Jan. 24, 1943 is stamped “Return
To Sender” after two months.

April 21, 1943 Awarded The Distinguished Flying Cross  (Appendix 5)

Aug. 6, 1943 Articles appearing in the Boston Daily Globe:

                Across the International Date
               Line to the west, Jan. 31, 1943
                 in Hawaii was Feb. 1, 1943.
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Dec. 7, 1943 Baby Receives Award for Father, The Brief Article  (Appendix  6)

Feb. 9, 1944 Lieut. Robert W. Breed, USNR : Letter to Paul’s Father.
One year after the last mission mom is still hoping for dad’s return.
“… The youngster is really a corker.”

Sept. 27, 1944 Frank N. Stern’s father writes to Paul’s father. (Appendix 10)

Oct. 2, 1944 Capt. Hall’s father writes to Paul’s father. (Appendix 11)

Jan. 11, 1946 All Missing In Action personnel are Officially Declare Dead.
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- Final Declaration by The War Department -
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April 9, 1946 Letter from General Douglas MacArthur
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Dec. 15, 1947 Mr. H. T. Hall ‘s letter to the Adlers
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Appendices
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Appendix 1

A Little About Mom  (“Til”)

Matilda Marks Nobriga was born on Sept. 25, 1922 in Kona, on the Big Island of
Hawaii. She was known as “Tillie,” or as dad called her “Til.”

Her father was Manual Nobriga who immigrated to the islands from Madeira
Islands, Portugal. He spoke mostly Portuguese, however, he did relate to me how he
traveled from the Azores, around the Cape to Chile, and then to Hawaii in a sailing ship.
He said many of the fellows he started out with died at sea and were simply dropped
over-board.

Mom’s mother, Mary Sampaio Gouveia Nobriga, also of Portuguese decent, was
born in Kona. She spoke Portuguese and English fluently.  Her grand mother, Rita Silva
Sampaio had blue eyes and lived to be 105 years old.

Mom left Kona for the island of Oahu as a young girl. She had six siblings: two
brothers and four sisters and I presume that the house had gotten too small for so many
people by the time she turned 17 or 18 years old.  On Oahu, mom lived with one of her
sisters and got a job at “Michell’s Soda Fountain” in downtown Honolulu, where she
met dad.

Sometime after the war mom got a job with the U. S. Post Office and retired after 37
years of service.  At retirement she was the Supervisor for the Waikiki Post Office.

Photo of Mom (Mrs. Matilda M. Adler)

At this writing (August 2010), mom is living in a Senior Care Home in Waipahu,
Hawaii.  Sadly, she has had Alzheimer’s disease for the past 8 years.
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Appendix 2

Awarded The Air Metal on Jan. 7, 1942

Appendix  4

Awarded The Distinguished Flying Cross, April 21, 1943
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Appendix  3

The Crew of B-17E 41-9151 (Feb. 1, 1943)

Pilot:  Major Earl O. Hall   ID: 0-325099
Entered the Service from:   Texas
Awards:  Distinguished Flying Cross, Silver Star with Oak Leaf Cluster, Air Medal
with Oak Leaf Cluster, Purple Heart

Co-Pilot:  First Lieutenant Joaquin Castro   ID:  0-428914
Entered the Service from:   Texas
Awards:  Distinguished Flying Cross, Air Medal, Silver Star with Oak Leaf Cluster,
Purple Heart

Engineer:  TSgt. Paul F. Adler   ID: 06147915
Entered the Service from:   Massachusetts
Awards:  Distinguished Flying Cross, Air Medal, Purple Heart (Mom and other
documents indicated that he was also awarded the Silver Star  (Appendix 5), however
the War Department has no record of it.)

Navigator:  Second Lieutenant Frank N. Stern   ID:  0-438256
Entered the Service from:   Illinois
Awards:  Air Medal, Purple Heart

Bombardier:  Staff Sergeant James Y. Bales  ID:  15058894
Entered the Service from:   Indiana
Awards:  Distinguished Flying Cross, Air Medal with Oak Leaf Cluster, Purple
Heart

Radio Man / Waist Gunner:  Staff Sergeant James C. Stephens  ID:  06953552
Entered the Service from:   Colorado
Awards:  Distinguished Flying Cross, Air Medal with Oak Leaf Cluster, Purple
Heart

Waist Gunner:  Sergeant Jesse N. Olmstead  ID:  11033041
Entered the Service from:   Connecticut
Awards:  Distinguished Flying Cross, Air Medal with Oak Leaf Cluster, Purple
Heart

Ball-Turret Gunner: Staff Sergeant Francis S. Banasiak  ID:  11020224
Entered the Service from:   Massachusetts
Awards:  Distinguished Flying Cross, Air Medal with Oak Leaf Cluster, Purple
Heart

Tail Gunner:  Sergeant Martin T. Grady   ID:  06980875
Entered the Service from:   New York
Awards:  Silver Star, Distinguished Flying Cross, Air Medal with Oak Leaf Cluster,
Purple Heart
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Captain Hall’s Crew, Feb. 1, 1943
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A Little about the Crew  (Courtesy of Hal Hall)

B-17 Flying Fortress crews in the South Pacific spent most of their time together.  They flew
missions, stayed close together during off-hours so they could react quickly during alerts, and went to
secure areas for rest and relaxation together.  … This section is a start toward discovering who the rest of
the crew was, and a bit about them.

Pilot:  Major Earl O. Hall   ID: 0-325099

Co-Pilot:  First Lieutenant Joaquin Castro   ID:  0-428914

Joaquin Castro entered the service, leaving his job at the law firm of Strickland, Ewers and
Wilkins in Mission Texas.  He was a student in the Mission schools, completing Mission High
School, where he was active in football, baseball, basketball and track.  He completed work at
Edinburgh Junior College before beginning his career.  Castro trained at Luke Field, Arizona,
where he was commissioned in November, 1941.  Lt. Castro was stationed at Hickam Field in
Hawaii on December 7, 1941.  Lt. Castro was gathering material for his first post-war goal, a
book to be titled “Living On and Under the Wing.”
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Navigator:  Second Lieutenant Frank N. Stern   ID:  0-438256

The navigator directs the flight from departure to destination and return.  He must know
the exact position of the airplane at all times with the aid of pilotage, dead reckoning, radio
navigation, or celestial navigation.  In order to fulfill his duties as navigator, he also has to be
familiar with instrument calibration, pre-flight planning, and flight debriefing.  The navigator
operates and services one of the machine guns located near his station.

Bombardier:  Staff Sergeant James Y. Bales  ID:  15058894

The engineer is supposed to know more about the airplane than any other member of the
crew.  He works closely together with the pilot and co-pilot, checking engine operation, fuel
consumption, and the operation of all equipment.  He also works with the bombardier and radio
operator helping them in their tasks.  The engineer also operates the top turret, and thus, acts as
one of the gunners of B-17.

Engineer:  TSgt. Paul F. Adler ID: 06147915

Waist gunners are characterized as “flexible gunners” as opposed to “turret gunners.”
They have to be familiar with the coverage area of all gun positions.  They have to be experts in
aircraft identification, and must also know how to maintain and operate the guns in various
conditions.

Ball-Turret Gunner: Staff Sergeant Francis S. Banasiak  ID:  11020224

The bombardier is responsible for accurate and effective bombing.  He is in absolute
command of the plane during the bombing run.  He actually may control the plane through the
bomb sight while making his way to the correct release point.  As preparatory tasks, the
bombardier studies the current target and corresponding weather conditions before take-off, and
arms the bombs when the plane is over enemy territory.  The bombardier also operates the
machine guns located on the nose of the B-17.
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Radio Man / Waist Gunner:  Staff Sergeant James C. Stephens  ID:  06953552

The radio operator is responsible for all the radio equipment of B-17.  His duties include
position reports, assisting the navigator, keeping the liaison and command sets properly tuned
and in good operating order, and last but nor least, maintaining a log.  Apart from his radio
operating, he acts as a gunner, and usually also as a flight photographer.

(Used by permission of the Stephens family.)

Tail Gunner:  Sergeant Martin T. Grady   ID:  06980875

The gunners belong to one of two distinct categories: turret gunners and flexible gunners.
They have to be familiar with the coverage area of all gun positions.  They have to be experts in
aircraft identification, and must also know how to maintain and operate the guns in various
conditions.  The designated gunner posts are right and left waist gunners, ball turret gunner and
tail gunner.  Other gunner posts include nose turret gunner, cheek guns, top turret gunner, and
radio room gunner.

Waist Gunner: Sergeant Jesse N. Olmstead  ID:  11033041

This clipping from the Portsmouth, N. H.
Herald is the only information found on
Sgt. “J. W. Olmstead”. The place and
timing are correct for this to be Sgt. Jesse
 N. Olmstead, but the legend lists “J. W.”
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This photograph is
thought to be a member
of the crew. The headset
seems to indicate a radio
operator.  It may be
Frank Banasiak or
possibly Jesse Olmstead.

The radio operator is responsible for all the
radio equipment of B-17.  His duties include
position reports, assisting the navigator, keeping
the liaison and command sets properly tuned
and in good operating order, and last but nor
least, maintaining a log.  Apart from his radio
operating, he acts as a gunner, and usually also
as a flight photographer.

                                  Unknown

Apparently no photo of B-17 No. 41-9151 exists.  This photo of
41-9141 and 41-9131 was taken over Seattle where the B-17s were produced.

Could it have been taken from 41-9151 ?
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Appendix  4

List of Crews’ Next of Kin

Sept. 28, 1944: List of Crew Member’s Next of Kin:

On Sept. 28, 1944 First Lieutenant C. A. Oakley of the Personal Affairs Division wrote a
letter to Paul’s father regarding his disappearance and the last mission. I assume that he also
sent a similar letter to each of Capt. Hall’s crew members’ families.  He included a list of each
of the crew and their last known next of kin.  Perhaps it was standard procedure or he knew that
each relative might find comfort in being in contact with other parents/relatives.
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Appendix 5

Awarded The Distinguished Flying Cross on April 23, 1943
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Appendix  6

The Brief:  “Baby Receives Medals for Father”

The “Brief” was a WWII news magazine published by the 7th Air Force and sold for $.10
An article appeared in this, the Dec. 21, 1943 issue.  The actual presentation occurred on

Dec. 7, 1943. At the time I was 10 months old and apparently was more interested in the
cameraman than the troops marching in review.
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Pretty, young mom held me as Brig. Gen. Robert M. Douglass pinned the Distinguished
Flying Cross and the Air Medal on me for dad on Dec. 7, 1943, the 2nd Anniversary of Pearl
Harbor.
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“… had previously been decorated
with the Silver Star, ….”

Mom said she tried for many years
to get Dad’s Silver Star by writing
to her Congressman and the War
Department …. all to no avail.
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Appendix  7

1940 Xmas Group Photo
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                                                                 Appendix 8

1941 Xmas Group Photo
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Appendix 9
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- Illustration of the A2 periodic Report -
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- Troubling Questions – Hal Hall’s Replies, concerning the Last Mission -

I asked Hal Hall, whom I consider to be the foremost expert regarding the last mission, to
help me clear up two questions that had me confused:

1 – Where did the last mission take place since early reports (MARC, etc.) states that
the mission was over or near Munda on the NW end of New Georgia Island, not far from
Gizo Island and the final A2 Report describes the action over/near Shortland /
Bougainville Islands. What am I missing here?

________________________________

“You are not missing anything, except confusion of war, I think.

The A2 intelligence report clearly says Shortland Harbor, but the MARC document clearly
says Munda Point.  My Dad heard reports that Munda was the target, and others that indicated
other targets.

I talked by phone with a member of the crew of the first flight, and he reports firsthand
that they were bombing Shortland.  He has no idea why the flights split up.

We had a family tradition that arose from the many reports from servicemen, that said
Earl's plane went down 600 miles from the nearest island, and was last seen settling slowly
toward the water.  Problem with that is the distance - given either target, they would not have
gone 600 miles out into the open Pacific after a long mission, if for no other reason than the lack
of fuel.  So, I would expect that Bale's father was hearing the same stories my Dad heard, (page
72) and those stories were second, third, or fourth hand, with a lot of chance for
misunderstandings.

One of my cousins, many years ago, tried to get answers for us.  He was an Air Force
Colonel, and talked to a lot of people, but he could never get any clear idea of who was right in
the stories they told.  He finally gave up the effort.

If you look at the map, It is conceivable that both are correct, since a right turn over
Choiseul Island and a run across the slot could take a plane over Gizo.  I think a couple of
things make that less likely.  First, it would be turning back into the strength of the Japanese air
force - not the best choice.  Second, Zeros that had been attacking the Fortress from Shortland,
over Choiseul, and then on to Gizo would probably be out of fuel completely.  Some of us have
considered this before, with no firm conclusion.

I tend to go with the best evidence available, and the two items I rely on are the A-2
report, interviewing the one remaining pilot of the flight of four, and the comments of the one
crewman on the mission that I could locate.   So far, I have had no luck finding the Coast
Watcher's transcript for that battle, but the National Archives has it in as a request, and that may
turn up something.

Barring some new hard evidence, I'll stay with the Shortland mission as the most likely.”

Hal Hall
________________________________
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2 – Why would Capt. Hall have turned right, instead of left as planned.

________________________________

“To answer your last question  - I have no idea why the second flight (Capt. Hall’s group)
made that right turn.

 I can speculate, but only out of whole cloth - I have seen nothing that gives me any clue
about that "Why," so all my conjectures are without any evidence.

 That said, a few more thoughts.  Almost certainly, the mission commander was the
command pilot in the first flight (element) of the mission.  I don't know anything about the first
flight, but will start (again) to research and see if there is anything available on it.  If that is
correct, then the second flight (element) would have been under command control of the
mission commander, and would have followed orders to turn toward a new target.  From a B-
17, it would have been easy for an observer to have mistaken a cruiser for a battleship, or a
perhaps even a carrier, although that is unlikely.  A battleship, or cruiser and tenders, would
have been a higher-priority target, certainly.

  It is certainly possible that Earl was the command pilot of the mission, but I have no info
that confirms that, either.

  In any case, I think it is safe to speculate that they saw something that was sufficiently
important that an on-the-spot command decision would be made to change targets.  We just
don't know what they saw.

      Alas, I guess we will always wonder about that.

      Hal (Hall)
_______________________________

Both replies satisfied my concerns regarding the location of the last mission and a very
plausible explanation for Capt. Hall’s “right turn.”

However, I still don’t understand why at least some of the escort fighters did not also turn
right to provide protection for Capt. Hall’s element.

I suppose that a very important part of “closure” in the lost of a loved one is the
knowledge of the cause of death.

The AG-704 report (page 73, paragraph 4) considers the possibility that crewmembers
were taken prisoners, however, it rightly indicates that there simply is insufficient information
to make such a determination.

Possibly the source of some of the confusion regarding this mission, is information
passed on to the fathers of three of the crewmembers of B-17E No. 41-9151.
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Appendix  10

Letter from Mr. Frank N. Stern Sr. to Paul’s Father
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Appendix  11

Letter from Mr. H. T. Hall to Paul’s Father
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Appendix 12

1944  - Staff Sergeant James C. Stephens’ brother (Paul) shared the
following information:
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Appendix 13

Airmen Meet with Fathers, AG-704 Conclusions Regarding Cause of Death

Sometime in 1943:  (Appendix 10)

Mr. Frank Stern, the father of 2nd Lieutenant Frank N. Stern, the navigator on the last
mission wrote to Paul’s father that he had lunch with a young flyer who described the action
“AS HE SAW IT.” (This would make the flyer a member of Capt. Thomas’s crew.)

His opinion was that two of the planes dropped in the water, but that Capt. Hall’s plane
went down on Choiseul Island. He heard later that paratroopers landed on the island and found
nothing.

_________________________________

Mid or late 1944:  (Appendix 11)

Mr. H. T. Hall, the father of Capt. Earl O. Hall, the pilot of aircraft 41-9151also wrote to
Paul’s father saying he made a 500- mile trip to talk to an airman. He advised Paul’s father not
to disclose where he got this information. The airman was very skeptical about talking. (This
puzzles me.)

This airman said he was in the second formation with our boys in the front plane. Capt.
Hall’s four planes made up the second formation of the mission. (Therefore this airman also
seems to have been a member of Capt. Thomas’s crew)

The airman states that when they got over the target (which were transports in a harbor)
for some reason the bombs were not dropped. (This is confirmed in the A2 Periodic Report,
which also stated that there were very little clouds over the area that day.) “They circled and
came in behind the second formation, all released bombs, by that time the ack ack and zeros hit
them.”  (Circling around and coming in behind the “second formation” leads me to think that
Capt. Thomas’s plane was last, behind the other three planes after circling.) he continues: “the
three planes were burning but not bad .. but made a good landing on the water.”  (If he was a
part of the first element, which had turned left, I believe he wouldn’t have been able to see what
was happening to the three planes.) Also, he thought they could have gotten the  (six) rafts. He
said that the next day a searching plane went out and found nothing. (The MACR report
indicates that the extent of the search was “Routine” and that the location of the search was
Munda Point, which is approximately 20 miles from Rendova.) The airman added that the
location was 125 or 150 miles SW of New Georgia, directly across Rendova. New Georgia is
quite a ways south of Bougainville Island where the A2 Periodic Report states that Capt. Hall
sighted the war ships. (Surely Capt. Thomas and the pilots of the first element as well as the
escorts confirmed that the targets where at the south end of Bougainville, far to the NW. Was
the routine search the next day, probably using the MACR, even conducted in the right
location?

The A2 Periodic Report mentions nothing about circling around for a second run at the
targets.

_________________________________
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Sometime in 1944:  (Appendix 12)

Art Stephens, the brother of Staff Sgt. James (Jim) C. Stephens, Radio Man, went along
with his dad to talk to a tent-mate of Jim’s in Grand Junction. He believes the tent-mate’s name
was Smith.

The tent-mate stated clearly that Jim’s plane was observed landing on the water and that
the fires appeared to be under control. If Jim’s tent-mate and the young man who talked to Mr.
Hall were not the same person, then two young men thought that Capt. Hall’s plane landed on
the water.)

_________________________________

The A2 Periodic Report, which was created from interviews with Capt. Thomas’s crew,
surely wasn’t written within 48 hours of Capt. Thomas’s return, as was the requirement of the
MACR. The report indicates that search planes the next day as well as paratroopers on Choiseul
Is. all found nothing.  But if the airman who spoke with Mr. Hall was correct, should they have
been searching in and around Munda Point and Rendova?

It’s very difficult for me to believe that even if a B-17 drove straight into the water that
there wouldn’t be any signs of it what so ever such as: anything that could float, paper, rafts
even if they were not deployed, fuel or oil slicks and even bodies. In this case, not just one B-
17, but THREE.  EVERYTHING seems to have simply disappeared!

Could the Japanese have removed all evidence of the three planes over night?
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Appendix 14

AG-704  Investigation:  Dated April 27, 1949

This document (not included entirely) is a Review of Circumstances Surrounding the
Disappearance of Personnel Presumed Dead.

The document identifies the target area as Munda Point, which is on the northwest end of
New Georgia, just above Rendova.  It claims to even confirm this with a letter from S. Sgt.
James Y. Bales’s father. James Bales was the bombardier on Capt. Hall’s plane.

As stated by Hal Hall (page 62), as a result of his extensive research, The AG-704 is
incorrect. The targets where located at Shortland as given in the A2 Periodic Report.

However, the AG-704 report pg. 4, para. 4, does conclude that:

 “4.  The 27 officers and enlisted men listed … composed the crews of three B-17
bombers lost over Japanese controlled territory on 1 February 1943, exact place and
cause of loss unknown.  Only hearsay reports are available, and those are rather
vague.

It is well known that many airmen lost in this area were rescued by the enemy, only
to die at some later date of diseases or mistreatment, and never reported as prisoners
or deceased by their captors.

In the absence of more definite evidence as to the exact date, place and cause of
death of subject personnel, it is believed that information on hand in the Department
of the Army at this time is not sufficient to justify the issuance of official reports of
death, pursuant to the provisions of Section 9 of the Missing Persons Act.”

As Hal Hall so accurately stated:

“Alas, I guess we will always wonder about that.” … and many other aspects of the
Last Mission in which our relatives were Lost in the Pacific.
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Appendix 15

Other Crews and Aircraft

Dad kept an informal notebook that he apparently forgot with mom while he was with her
in Jan. 1943, which contains some information on other crews and aircraft that he was a part of.
During the war and especially with the 42nd Squadron in the very early stages of the war in the
Pacific, it wasn’t unusual for crews to be made up of whomever were available when needed.
Flight personal even flew on different aircraft from time to time.

BE-18  #45
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As an Engineer, dad undouthedly flew on many of the 42nd Saquadron’s  B-
18s and B-17s. Only 307 B-18s were produced as earily as 1935.

BE-18  #97
Mid Nov. 1941
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The Boeing B-17E aircraft was first produced in Sept. 1941, 512 B-17Es
were produced.

B-17E   41-2443
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Appendix 16

Outline of TSgt. Paul F. Adlers’ Military Career

June 3, 1939 Enlisted in the Army Air Corps. at Fort McArthur, NY No. 6147915  Age 21.

June 8, 1939 Arrived at Fort Slocum, NY, 1st Recruit Co. Section 3 Bldg. 83-S (Pvt. Paul F.
Adler)

July 21, 1939 U. S. A. Transport ship, Hunter Liggett to Hawaii

Aug. 17, 1939 18th Pursuit Group, 6th Pursuit Squadron, 1st Section, 18th Air Base, Wheeler
Field, Hawaii

Oct. 10, 1939 17th Air Base Squadron, Hickam Field

Jan. 19, 1940 50th Reconnaissance Squadron, Hickam Field

Feb. 17, 1940 7th Air Force, 11th Bombardment Group (Heavy), 42nd Bombardment
Squadron, Hawaiian Air Force, Hickam Field

July of 1942 Plaines des Gaiacs, New Caledonia

August 1942 Henderson Field, Guadalcanal

Feb. 1, 1943 His last mission out of Henderson Field. Age 25
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Appendix 17

History of the 11th Bombardment Group in
the South Pacific

http://www.nettally.com/jrube/text/airwar.txt

Hickam Field Tower
1939
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Appendix 18

To the Texas A&M University Library

I wish to express my sincere appreciation to the Texas A&M
University Library for hosting this and other biographies of the
crew of B-17 No. 41-9151 of the 42nd Bomb Squadron.

By your generosity, the memories, achievements and sacrifices
of these men will not be forgotten.

May all of them, Earl, Joaquin, Paul, Frank, James Y., James
C., Jesse, Francis and Martin, who gave their lives for their
country, rest in peace.

Paul Earl Adler
Roseville, CA

August 20, 2010
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Appendix 19

“Lost in the Pacific”

Credits

My sincere gradatude goes out to the following individuals for their
help and support in this project:

My friend Hal Hall for his many years of research on the
42nd Squadron and the Last Mission and for his generosity in
sharing this research with me.

My Cousin Bart Wilson for his patience in relating dad’s
boyhood character, family history, and stories provided by
his mother, dad’s only sister, Dear Aunt Hazel Wilson.

My Cousin Sigrid Lambert for her diligence in searching
for and providing documents that her father Uncle Karl
Adler, dads’ twin brother kept stored away for more than six
decades.

My wife Leslie, for her unending love and support as well as
her expertise in editing.


